
AFA MEDIATION UPDATE
Sunday, August 11, 2019

Dear Fellow Flight Attendants:

Mahalo to all of you who were able to make the membership Mediation Update meeting on
Tuesday in Honolulu. We had originally scheduled Tuesday’s meeting as an opportunity to share
management’s response to our economic proposal with all of you. Needless to say we were
disappointed that the mediation session in PDX was cancelled and we did not see management’s
counter-proposal.  We instead used the meeting to review some of the specifics of our demands
for these negotiations. We also discussed the effect that the Railway Labor Act has on our
negotiations timeline, the importance of mobilization, and some of the challenges we will be
facing together in the coming months as we together fight for a fair contract. 
 
First and foremost, our goal is to get money into your paychecks. We are proposing a number of
different ways to accomplish this, but the obvious priority is wages. We briefly discussed the
economic improvements we are seeking in our Contract, including a few new pay concepts. At this
point, there is no way to know what the final compensation package will look like; however,
whatever the combination of pay provisions achieved, the most important point is that it will
increase each Flight Attendant’s pay.

We are continuing the ramp up of Solidarity Actions! Please take the time to participate in the
following:

Postcards: Send a Message to Peter Ingram! 

·       Snag one from a mobilizer and fill it out – return it to them or bring it with you to the Info
Picket on August 28th

·       Your Local Leadership and NC members will be in the lounge with the cards
·       The postcards will be hand delivered, mailed, and shared on social media

Lounge Sits: Ask the NC! 

·       Stop by and have your question answered or get the latest update on negotiations directly
from members of the Negotiating Committee in Honolulu and Los Angeles on one of the posted
dates
 

Informational Picketing: HNL August 28th   1100-1200

·       Join us in another epic event!
·       By Labor, For Labor, Supporting Labor: Multi-union action in support of our cause!
·       Come out and help us all send a loud and clear message to management: Contract Now!
·       Sign-Ups now available online!

Our next mediation session is scheduled for the week of August 19th in Portland. We will finally
get to see management’s response to our economic proposal. We will then know where we stand
and where these negotiations are headed. We need a deal that shows our value to Hawaiian
Airlines and our customers.  We hope management brings that to the table.

As always, our email address is open and available for questions, comments, or
suggestions. Send us an email at afacontract2017@halafa.org

Mahalo!
The Negotiating Committee
Sharon Soper, Diana Huihui, Ka'imi Lee, Martin Gusman, Jeff Fuke, and Paula Mastrangelo - AFA
Senior Staff Negotiator

2 Years 2 Long!
Delay, Delay - Not Okay!

Contract Now!

mailto:afacontract2017@halafa.org

